Norleg Angled balance beam
LE20530U

Norleg Horizontal net
LE20904U

Norleg Robinia stepping stilts
LE20538U

Norleg 1.25-1.5m Stainless steel embankment slide 50cm wide with platform LE21112U/LE21086

Sik Holz Bee Colony springer

Premium grade turf to mounding and under grass matting

Grass matting 'ecosmart' surfacing provides a safer surface for the play equipment whilst preventing wear.

Mounding works to various heights created using spoil generated on site. Additional suitable fill and topsoil by others if required.

Proposed tree’s by others

POS seeding by others

Signage to be secured at the entrance into the play space

Images are an indicative representation; colours and specifications subject to change.
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